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Education

Bar Admission

LLB, 2012, Université de Montréal

Québec, 2013

Practice
Chantale’s practice focuses on all areas of civil and commercial litigation. Her experience includes civil, commercial
and class action litigation. Chantale has appeared as counsel before the courts of first instance and the Québec
Court of Appeal.
Chantale is fluent in French and in English.

Representative Work
•

Scientific Games in defence of a motion for an interlocutory and permanent injunction, and damages before the
Superior Court of Québec relating to allegations of a breach of distributorship agreements, and cross claims
relating to the unauthorized distribution of products protected by trademark

•

Canada Post in a class action in Québec alleging contravention of provincial statutes in the prescription drug
coverage provided to its Québec employees and retirees, raising constitutional law issues

•

a major marketer and vendor of medium and heavy trucks, buses, and engines in various product liability
proceedings

Professional Involvement
Before joining Torys, Chantale completed her articling at the Montréal office of a major Canadian law firm and
proceeded to practise within a well-established boutique litigation law firm. She is also a member of the Groupe des
Jeunes Plaideurs of the Advocates’ Society (Québec Division) and of the Pro Bono Committee for the Young Bar
of Montréal.
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Community
Chantale was president of the Shake It Up Executive Committee, Aim For Three (2015-2017) as well as a member
of the Young Leader’s Circle, Montréal Children’s Hospital Foundation (2014-2016).

Memberships and Affiliations
Chantale is a member of the Young Bar of Montréal, The Advocates’ Society, the Groupe des Jeunes Plaideurs—
The Advocates’ Society (Québec Divison) and the Lord Reading Law Society.

Insights
10 décisions essentielles rendues en 2018 ayant un impact sur la pratique en contentieux
February 28, 2019
Québec Consumer Protection Act Applies to Free Online Service Agreements
Leading Internet Case Law, A Cecile Park Media Publication
January-February 2018
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